
From: 	 Ted.Matley@dot.gov  
To: 	 Spurgeon@pbworld.com ; Miyamoto, Faith 
CC: 	 Robbins@infraconsultlIc.com ; Hogan@pbworld.com ; James.Barr@dot.gov; Raymond.Sukys@dot.gov  
Sent: 	 2/11/2009 8:03:44 AM 
Subject: 	 RE: Meeting with FTA and NPS in SF 
Attachments: 	 hi.fta.honolulu transit corridor.gc2.27jan09.pdf 

Faith, Lawrence, 

A) On the MOU issue, we did receive the attached letter from ACHP. Here's some guidance as to next steps, including that there should have only one MOA. In 
general, and assuming you address the steps below, you can start with working out an MOA that satisfies the other interested parties and FTA will likely be ok with it. 

Before you begin circulation of the draft MOA (and there should be only 1, not 2 agreements), make sure that the following steps are done: 

1. DTS has sent to all Section 106 consulting parties (including the Native Hawaiian Organization): 
(a) the identification of historic properties (i.e., the evaluation of historic significance of properties within the APE), and 
(b) the FTA/DTS determination of effects on properties deemed eligible for the Register or on the Register. 

The SHP() transmittal should request concurrence in both (a) and (b); 

2. FTA has sent a letter to the ACHP informing ACHP that the undertaking will have adverse effects and transmitting (a) and (b), for information, 
but ACHP may decide that they want to participate in the consultation. After they are informed by FTA that the project has adverse effects, they 
have 15 days to inform us if they want to participate [36 CFR 800.6(a)(1)]; 

3. Only after the SHP° concurrence in (a) and (b) has been received, and the ACHP's concurrence, too, if they are participating, should the draft 
MOA be circulated to all consulting parties for review and revisions. 

B. On the Final EIS, the document should identify and focus on the LPA, and evaluate all reasonable alternatives considered and why they were 
eliminated. The latter part should not be difficult as these issues were discussed in the DEIS, but also respond to public comment on this issue in the FEIS 

C.) I've forwarded all the email comment and much of the written comment to Faith, I'll send another packet (it's still arriving) later today or first thing tomorrow. 

Ted 

From: Spurgeon, Lawrence [mailto:Spurgeon@pbworld.com]  
Sent: Monday, February 09, 2009 12:45 PM 
To: Matley, Ted <FTA>; fmiyamoto@honolulu.gov  
Cc: Susan Robbins; Hogan, Steven 
Subject: RE: Meeting with FTA and NPS in SF 

Ted, 
Thank you for the 9th. We are anticipating meeting with you in the morning of the 9th and have offered NPS in Oakland either the afternoon of the 9th or morning of the 
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10th (as Faith and I plan to travel Tuesday afternoon). I appreciate that you will join for the NPS meeting. We have not reviewed their EIS comment letter yet, but they 
have raised issues on Section 4(f) that need to be discussed. 

Also, 
As the comment period has closed, can you send to Faith's attention the complete set of comments that you have received. We are having fun trying to understand the 
intent of some of the comments right now... 

While I've got you, I'll follow-up on a couple of items that I believe Faith either talked to you or intended to talk to you about. 

1) Phone call: We were wondering if we could set up a call for this week or next (Say Thursday the 12th at 9 HNL, 11 SFO, 2 DC) RE: ACHP MOA/PA issue. 

2) Could FTA send Faith an e-mail providing guidance for a focused Final EIS should only covers one Proposed Action (as we discussed in our last phone call). 

Let me know if you have questions about any of this. 

Thank you again for your time, 
Lawrence 

From: Ted.Matley@dot.gov  [mailto:Ted.Matley@dot.gov]  
Sent: Monday, February 09, 2009 7:57 AM 
To: fmiyamoto@honolulu.gov ; Raymond.Sukys@dot.gov  
Cc: Spurgeon, Lawrence 
Subject: RE: Meeting with FTA and NPS in SF 

Hi Faith, we can meet with you for a couple of hours on the 9 th , we'd also like to attend your discussion with the Park service, we figures it's right here and we might as 
well get what they have to say from them, seems more efficient. 

From: Miyamoto, Faith [mailto:fmiyamoto@honolulu.gov]  
Sent: Friday, February 06, 2009 6:40 PM 
To: Sukys, Raymond <FTA>; Maley, Ted <FTA> 
Cc: Spurgeon, Lawrence 
Subject: FW: Meeting with FTA and NPS in SF 

Hi Ray and Ted  — 

We are planning to be in SF on March 9th and 10 th  to see the National Park Service. Hope we can meet with you on either day. 

I  will be out of the office on Monday and Tuesday. Have some medical procedures that need to be done. Ugh!! 

If you need to speak with someone regarding March 9 th  and 10th , please call Lawrence Spurgeon at 808-768-6147. 

Thanks. 
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Faith 

From: Miyamoto, Faith 
Sent: Friday, February 06, 2009 10:42 AM 
To: Raymond.Sukys@dot.gov ; Ted.Matley@dot.gov  
Subject: Meeting with FTA and NPS in SF 

Hi Ray — 

Continuing our discussion yesterday regarding us meeting with you and Ted on March 9 th , would we be able to do so for 4 hours? As I mentioned, we would also like to 
have a face-to-face meeting with the National Park Service in Oakland as part of the same trip. The reason for my persistence in this matter is that we need to do the 
travel request and arrangements soon. 

Also, we would like to have a conference call with you, Ted, Jim Barr, etc. on Thursday to report on the comments that have been received and to discuss the FEIS. I will 
ask PB to set up call-in number. 

Thanks. 

Faith 

Faith Miyamoto 
Department of Transportation Services 
City & County of Honolulu 
(808) 768-8350 
fmiyamoto@honolulu.gov  

NOTICE: This communication and any attachments ("this message") may contain confidential information for 
the sole use of the intended recipient(s). Any unauthorized use, disclosure, viewing, copying, alteration, 
dissemination or distribution of, or reliance on this message is strictly prohibited. If you have received this 
message in error, or you are not an authorized recipient, please notify the sender immediately by replying 
to this message, delete this message and all copies from your e-mail system and destroy any printed copies 
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